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Abstract
There are more options today than ever before for learning complex software, ranging from professional courses, to in-application documentation, to community-generated content posted online. While prior HCI research has focused on ways to support software learning, we know little about the experience of rural software users. We are investigating perceptions of software learning strategies of individuals living in both urban and rural communities with the goal of creating more inclusive technologies.
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Introduction
As more complex software applications become commonly available, so too do the options for learning the software. From structured university courses to user-generated videos, learners have many options to choose from. Common software learning strategies have been studied in the past [11], and findings from this work continue to inform a wide body of research on
novel systems and techniques to improve software learnability (e.g. [3,5,7,8,9]).

In prior work on software learning, one user group that has not yet received attention are individuals living in rural communities. Rural communities are often socially and geographically isolated from resources available in larger urban centres, and continue to face challenges with reliable and fast internet [1], such that can be challenging to access online resources or get in touch with software experts [10]. Together, these issues may lead to unique methods of learning software, which may or may not be supported by current HCI research directions.

The goal of our research is to not only learn of and support workarounds used by rural individuals when learning software, but to understand their perceptions of learning resources, including which approaches they favour and why. We aim to understand what can make technologies inclusive of rural individuals, to narrow the participation divide.

Comparing Learning Strategies and Perceptions of Rural and Urban Individuals
As our first step, we conducted an interview study to compare the software learning practices between those using software in rural as compared to urban settings.

Our study involved 21 participants, nine of whom learned software while living in a rural community. The urban participants reported learning software from communities throughout the world; six while in Canada, eight while in other countries (Malaysia, China, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Brazil). Six of the rural participants learned while in Canada, while two learned while in China and Nigeria. Participants ranged from 18-45 years old, with the average being 25 years old, nine of them were female, twelve of them male. Participants used a range of software, from productivity, image manipulation and more specialized software.

We asked what strategies participants used to learn software. Although both groups of participants reported similar strategies, we found differences in challenges and perceptions of usefulness.

We found that community-generated content was used by all of our participants, but our rural participants described some of these sources, such as videos, to be too slow to load. If they thought the material would be useful, they would wait the time needed, if not, they would move on. Assessing the suitability of a video for a particular learning goal and stage, however, can be challenging to do before the resource loads.

We were somewhat surprised to hear that when participants had connection issues, they would instead use in-software help, which tends to be more complete and technical. One participant said that although the material was dry, it lead to him having a better understanding of the software than if he would have used online documentation.

Beyond connectivity issues, we saw some initial differences in how urban and rural users responded to community-authored resources. Some rural participants hesitated in trusting community-generated content as opposed to manufacturer-designed documentation, while urban individuals did not mention any hint of mistrust towards any sources.
Asking for help from people who are knowledgeable was also common amongst both groups, whether the expert was a course instructor, a professional user, or a friend or family member. All participants mentioned convenience in asking for help from someone in person, however for rural participants, communication tended to be longer-distance, which proved cumbersome when sharing details of their software questions.

As a final note, rural individuals did not mention learning software for hobbies, only for their work. This exemplifies that overcoming challenges to learning software may not be worth the time for rural users when learning software is not for an important task.

Supporting Learning Strategies and Perceptions of Rural Individuals
Our initial interviews provided a starting point in our investigation, but only represent a sparse subset of rural individuals’ views on learning software. For ease of recruitment, our call for participation allowed for rural individuals from vastly different contexts (e.g. countries, time periods), so we next aim for a focused participant pool. Although recruiting rural participants is challenging, we also emphasize that our participants need to have a particular characteristic, that they are or recently tried to learn and use feature-rich software, this to get a better sense of usage of learning resources [11]. This is a further obstacle we need to overcome once relationships with rural communities are established.

Through these studies, we aim to understand perspectives of rural individuals learning software, and in doing so, provide opportunities to build inclusive technologies. For example, findings could inform designs for offline learning resources (e.g. [2,7]), for summarizing video tutorials, that help people gauge trustworthiness of resources or that may even encourage knowledge-sharing (e.g. [4]). These could also benefit those who have poor internet connectivity or those who have challenges expanding their social networks for other reasons than being in a rural area.
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